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Abstract

People undergo a crisis of values, priorities and identities while living through a

turbulent time. In Khushwanta Singh’s novel Train to Pakistan, the Indians are faced with

the task of finding a new identity based entirely on their religious conviction, as India as a

nation gets divided into Hindu-Sikh India and Muslim Pakistan. The older social order

that consisted of a happy amalgamation of people from the three major religions added to

other minor ones was radically disrupted and was in need of a totally new sort of

polarization. The people’s sense of being Indian now no longer satisfied their need for a

more exact but a narrower sense of religious identity. As a result, two nations were born

in the Indian subcontinent.

The novel recounts, in more or less objective terms, the brutalities inflicted by

Hindu-Sikh’s and Muslim’s against each other, consequent to the unprepared and hasty

partition of India into India and Pakistan. In the partition riot, human values come under

erasure; identities of neighbors, friends, bosses and employees come under radical

reshuffling, and a new religious social order is necessitated. In short, the sense of who

they were, what their duties were and what their values were stand in need of a new

definition. Their older sense of identity becomes nebulous in the wake of the communal

violence unleashed during the partition chaos. Train to Pakistan, the first novel in English

to treat this theme stands as a major novel on the subject of the partition of India and the

human suffering it brought as its consequence. The then political leadership was largely

to blame for the violence that erupted in the wake of the partition. The novel makes some

poignant remarks about the divisive policy of the British government, and on

shortsightedness and insensitivity of the Indian leaders.
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